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June 2022 Newsletter

Congratulations on Reaching the Next Plateau!
Frank Sellers: Silver Life Master

June Special Games
NAP Qualifying: Weeks of June 6 - 17 (two weeks).
ACBL charges an extra $1 per person so we will charge $6 those two weeks.
LONGEST DAY! - A Fundraiser for the ALZHEIMER ASSOCIATION
LNBC and Concord have decided not to participate this year because we do not have enough people to make
it worthwhile. We are suggesting playing in Charlotte on Wednesday, June 22, to support this very worthy
cause. They will have two games of 24 hands each at 10 am and 2:30 pm. It includes lunch and speakers.

Player Spotlight
Welcome to our first ever Player Spotlight of the Month!
This month’s players are Susie Sutton and Art Friday.

Susie Sutton
I was born in Pittsburgh, Pa in 1947 and grew up in Clarksburg WV which was sadly the home of the Vampire
Rapist, Johnny Crutchley. I lived in Fairmont WV until I was 50, moved to Westerville, Ohio for 6 years
and retired to Huntersville, NC in 2004. I had great parents, my look alike Scott lived until he was 84 and
my mom Carolyn until she was 97. I am also blessed to have an older sister. Bill and I have a wonderful
daughter, Kathy, and the world’s most beautiful granddaughter, Libby. My favorite thing to do is to babysit
my one and only Libby who was one year old on June 1st.
I received a degree in Biology and Physical Education and then, as a grad student, I taught to help pay my
way to a Master’s Degree in Sport Science from West Virginia University. Upon graduating, I taught 7 th
grade Life Science for 25 years and high school Biology for six years.
My High School boyfriend’s parents taught me to play bridge and as a result I met my husband, Bill, playing
bridge. We didn’t get together until my dad invited him to dinner while I was home for a few weeks in the
summer. We were married a few months later and have been together almost 48 years.
As a child I won every marble to be won in my hood!! Ha!!, could jump on a pogo stick longer than most, loved

collecting stamps, and always had the fanciest chemistry set to be had! I was a swimmer (backstroke was
my best), played junior tennis and golf and continued to play both until recent years.
As you know BRIDGE is by far my favorite hobby. I didn’t play for 30 years and have been happily playing
again since 2008.

Art Friday
Art was born and raised in Norristown PA. For most of his career he worked as a design engineer for
Carrier Air Conditioning, designing electronic control software for commercial HVAC equipment. Who knew
that being a design engineer would take him to so many places: Troy NY, Enfield CT, Tucson AZ, Syracuse
NY, Gaithersburg MD, Vienna VA, Murfreesboro TN and finally Huntersville NC. He has two wonderful
parents who are now in their 90’s and two great sisters. Art has no children and is currently enjoying the
single life. Besides bridge, he enjoys curling, golf and woodworking. One of the fun facts about Art is that
he is seriously considering selling his home and buying a houseboat to live on full time.

70% Club
Congratulations to:
Bernie Hadeler and Jeff Baude – 72.79% on May 17

Member News
Our heartfelt condolences go to Peggy Yountz and her family on the passing of her husband, David. Toni
Lambert’s husband is slowly recuperating from back surgery. Paul Winokur is on the mend after suffering a
heart attack and will be receiving rehabilitation. Montyne stopped by the club yesterday to let us know,
and they hope to be back playing bridge soon. Bill Seymour continues his long recovery from back surgery
last year. Please keep them all in your prayers.
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Be a Good Partner
Show No Emotion When Dummy Appears
Detach Your Emotions from Previous Hand
Think and Plan at Trick One
Bid and Play in TEMPO
Concentrate Properly
Protect your Cards
Do NOT be Intimidated
Be a Tough Competitor
Act Decisively - Achieve a Reputation
The More Experienced Partner should Adapt
Adhere to YOUR System
Be Selective in Using Conventions
Never Criticize your Partner at the Table
DO NOT LOOSE INTEREST when Holding a Terrible Hand
DO NOT TEACH during the session
Develop a Killer Instinct
Develop a Positive Mental Attitude
Strive to Improve
Analyze Objectively
Develop a Bridge Sense of Humor
Evaluate your contract
Be a Practical Player
Last but not least: IMPROVE YOUR BRIDGE ETIQUETTE!

by Richard Pavlicek

Trump Control
Declarer’s goal in the great majority of suit contracts is to maintain trump control, the ability to draw the
enemy small trumps and enjoy his winners in the side suits. This task is usually easy with nine or more
trumps. It is the contracts with eight trumpsthat frequently cause trouble.
This lesson explains the important trump-handling techniques and the ways to cope when the opponents
try to shorten your trumps.

Ducking the First Trump

Whoever holds the ace of trumps has great control over the play. If on lead, two rounds of trumps can
be led at any time; and if not on lead, the lead can be obtained whenever a trump is led. As declarer it is
often wise not to release this card.
If you have the ace of trumps (without the king) and expect to lose two trump tricks, it is usually
best to duck the first round.
8752
AK76
A3
J85

1.
10 3
J 10 8
J964
Q 10 9 2

4 South
Lead: J

KQJ
Q952
10 8 5
K76
A964
43
KQ72
A43

Your trump suit is flimsy but the contract is sound. You would like to play exactly two rounds of trumps,
after which you will ruff dummy’s two low hearts. All you need is a 3-2 trump break provided you take
advantage of the A to control the play.
Win the K and duck a spade (key play). Whatever the return you will next cash the A and go about
your ruffing. The only outstanding trump will be a high one, so it makes no difference if or when an
opponent ruffs.

Rejecting a Finesse

When declarer’s trump suit has an internal loser (typically the queen), the best strategy is usually to
draw two rounds of trumps to leave an opponent with the high trump and let him ruff as he pleases.
Unfortunately declarer is often lured into taking a losing trump finesse, after which it is necessary to
draw three rounds of trumps or risk leaving an opponent with a small trump.
If your contract is safe with a 3-2 trump break, do not finesse for the trump queen if its loss
would jeopardize the contract.
Be sure to understand that this applies only if you can afford to lose a trump trick.
If not, a finesse is correct with eight cards missing the queen.

764
652
10 8 6 3
AK3
Q82
J 10
KJ97
Q 10 7 4

4 South
Lead: J

95
9874
AQ5
J965
A K J 10 3
AKQ3
42
82

Assuming a trump loser you have nine top tricks and the heart suit offers the only chance for 10. Unless
the hearts break 3-3 (unlikely) you must ruff the 3 in dummy after drawing two rounds of trumps. If you
take the losing trump finesse, you will fail because West will have a small trump to ruff the third round of
hearts.
The solution is to reject the trump finesse. Simply cash the
can make is with his natural trump trick.

A-K then lead hearts — the only ruff West

Essentially, it’s a matter of choosing to rely on a 3-2 break (68 percent) instead of a finesse (50 percent),
an edge that will show a big profit in the long run.

Drawing the High Trump
In most cases you do not need to lead trumps when a single opponent holds the high trump (or trumps)
— you just lead your side suits and let him ruff when he pleases. An exception occurs when one hand
(usually the dummy) has a long side suit and no outside entry, in which case an untimely ruff would shut
out the long suit forever.
If you need to run a long suit without interruption by a ruff, lead trumps to force an opponent to
win the high trump.

93
AQJ84
9742
10 2

3.
QJ6
93
10 8 5
A7653

4 South
Lead: 9

10 7
10 7 6 5
KJ6
KQ84
AK8542
K2
AQ3
J9

After winning the K you routinely cash the A-K. The temptation now is to run the hearts hoping to
discard clubs; but West will ruff as you discard your first club, after which dummy will be left high and
dry. You would not enjoy the ending; the opponents would exit in clubs forcing you to ruff, and you would
have to lead diamonds from your hand — down one.
The solution is simple once you think of it. Just lead a third trump to West before running the hearts so
he is unable to ruff in. The opponents can take their club tricks (else lose them altogether), but you will
win the rest. Note that you do not even need the diamond finesse.

Delay Drawing Trumps
Declarer’s most difficult task in maintaining trump control occurs when the defenders shorten his trumps
by making him ruff early in the play. This is called a “forcing defense” and it can be deadly if declarer is
not careful.
An effective countermeasure to a forcing defense is to delay drawing trumps. The purpose is to keep at
least one trump in each hand, then if one hand is exhausted of trumps, the opposite hand can take over
to maintain control.
If the opponents make you ruff early in a 5-3 trump fit, it is usually necessary to delay drawing
the third round of trumps.
KJ7
763
K82
AQ72

4.
A52
AKJ54
J73
65

4 South
Lead: K

84
Q 10 8 2
10 6 5 4
K93
Q 10 9 6 3
9
AQ9
J 10 8 4

The opponents begin with two rounds of hearts forcing you to ruff. You lead a spade to dummy’s king
then a spade back to your 10 as West wins the ace. Another heart forces you to ruff again, leaving you
with one trump in each hand. If you draw the last trump now, your contract is history — as soon as East
wins the K, the opponents will cash two heart tricks.
You must leave West with his trump and take the club finesse: Low to the queen is best to diminish the
chance of a holdup — if you led the jack, a cagey East player would duck the first and win
the second round to give West a ruff.
You can handle whatever East returns. If he leads a heart, you can ruff in one hand and cross to the
other hand in diamonds to draw West’s last trump.

Discarding a Loser
Another technique to avoid shortening your trumps is to refuse to ruff — sometimes you will have a sure
loser to discard instead. If the opponents persist with the forcing defense, you may be able to take the
ruff in the opposite hand.
Unfortunately this tactic is often misapplied. Situations of this kind are tenuous; declarer must weigh the
consequences of ruffing versus discarding on a case by case basis. A word of caution:
Before discarding a loser instead of ruffing, check that you will not be worsening the situation.
Ask yourself, “What can they lead next?”
AJ2
K83
A K 10 7 5
Q3

5.
9863
Q J 10 2
83
K 10 6

4 South
Lead: Q

5
A9654
Q62
J852
K Q 10 7 4
7
J94
A974

You ruff the second heart lead and win the A and K to discover the annoying 4-1 break. Note the
technique of leaving the trump suit flexible (J opposite Q-10) with only high trumps remaining.
Do not lead any more trumps in order to keep a trump in dummy. Lead the 9 and let it ride to East’s
queen, and assume East returns another heart.

If you ruff you will have fewer trumps than West, and the hand will collapse. Instead throw off a club.
Since dummy now is also out of hearts, there is no return that will hurt you and you can easily win the
rest of the tricks.
Note the importance of taking the first-round diamond finesse — if you cashed the ace or king first, East
could defeat you by giving West a diamond ruff.

Regaining Control
In some cases it is inevitable that the enemy will shorten your trumps so that one opponent holds more
trumps than you do. You still might survive with careful play. Do not overlook the possibility of changing
your line of play to a crossruff — often you can scramble home with enough tricks in spite of the forcing
defense.
If a crossruff will not work, your only hope is to regain trump control by forcing the opponent to ruff — try
to shorten his trumps just as he has shortened yours.
If your trump length is reduced to fewer than an opponent, stop leading trumps. Lead your side
suits to make the opponent ruff, after which you may be able to draw his trump(s).
J62
876
K Q J 10 3
K4

6.
8
KQJ94
A95
QJ87

4 South
Lead: K

10 9 7 3
A 10 5 3
8
10 9 6 5
AKQ54
2
7642
A32

You ruff the second heart lead, cash the A-K, then lead a diamond. West wins the A on the second
round as East sheds a club. If West gives East a diamond ruff (bad defense), you will have no problem
so assume West returns a third heart and you ruff. It would be a mistake to discard on the third heart as
a fourth heart would cripple your trump holding (a ruff in either hand is fatal) or East could ruff a
diamond.
At this point you have one high spade in each hand and East has two spades. Do not lead your trump.
Lead the good diamonds until East ruffs, after which you can draw his last trump and make your
contract.

